
What are some
challenges in teaching 
argumentative reading
and writing? 

What is the
interactive theory of
argumentative
reading and writing?

Teaching and Learning
Argumentative

Reading and Writing

This theory advocates for an

integrated perspective of argument

that combines the cognitive and

social perspectives.

The cognitive conception frames

argumentation as a cognitive task

that requires task-specific knowledge.

The social conception frames

argumentation as social practices. It

assumes students learn through

interaction in events and activities.

The interactive theory claims

cognitive processes are always

implied in social interactions.

A complex set of genre-specific

practices is required.

Students can rarely practice with

an authentic audience. The

audience is always teachers. As a

result, argumentative writing is

more of another assignment.

Textbooks overly focus on narrative

and expository genres.

Students may have difficulty with

some basic concepts (e.g.,

evidence, claim, etc), which are not

always covered.

One focus is students’ ability to set

goals related to claim and intended

audience. Once students think of

the intended audience, they are

more likely to consider other

perspectives in their writing.

More specific goals provide

students with more scaffolding.

Instruction in reading of

argumentative texts can transfer to

writing and vice versa.

Argumentation
within a cognitive
perspective:

Integrating reading and writing

argument instruction can help

students learn better.

Collaborative reasoning discussion

helps students to transfer knowledge

of argumentation to reading and

writing.
 

Computer graphics scaffolding (e.g.,

graphic organizer, mind-mapping, or

script prompt tools) can scaffold

argumentative reading and writing.

How to use
Argumentation within a
cognitive perspective? 

This perspective effectively identifies specific strategies and

skills that can effectively help students’ learn about argument.

However, this approach underrepresents social and cultural

contexts and ignores dialogic and collaborative interaction.

What about argumentation within
a social perspective?  

Argument brings people and their ideas into contact with each other.

This perspective focuses on “how uses of language, texts, genres,

ethos, discourses, and images as tools in social contexts serve to

achieve certain rhetorical goals.”

This approach does not deny the role of cognitive and linguistic

processes involved.

The approach focuses on writers’ social relationship with audiences

through their shared beliefs.

Central to the approach is the assumption that students

acquire argumentative reading and writing through active

participation in dialogic interactions and collaborative

problem-solving.
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